
Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
2200 Camp Branch Road
Waynesville, NC  28786
February 6, 2020

Subject: Recording of Lynda Bennett on 9/22/2016 at HRA Headquarters, Part II.

This is Part II in a series on the recording of Lynda Bennett on 9/22/2016 at HRA Headquarters.

Be sure that you have reviewed -

Lynda Bennett on 9/22/2016 at HRA Headquarters, Part I of II. 9/22/2016. 2/6/2020...

or

[https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/200206LyndaBennettRecordingPart1.pdf ]

and the actual recording, Part I (160922_001.MP3)

 .mp3. Recording of Lynda Bennett on 9/22/2016 at HRA Headquarters, Part I of II. 9/22/2016. 2/6/2020...

or

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/160922_001.MP3 

This recording, 160922_002.MP3, starts at approximately 6:04 pm at the HRA headquarters.  Remember,
I had just been threatened by CHARLES DOUGLAS WRIGHT, stating “BACK OFF OR ELSE THERE
WILL BE BLOOD RUNNING OUT BOTH YOUR EARS”.  As you can imagine, I was a little upset, and
I was not going to have Ken Henson tell me to turn off the recorder again, no matter what.

The whole tone of the meeting changed, and that included that of Lynda Bennett.

At approximately 1:19 into the recording, Lynda Bennett started screeching that she was a Never Trumper. 
This is the segment that was copied into the various You Tube recordings, that Lynda Bennett claimed the
'Never Trump' tape 'has been doctored more times than Pelosi's eyes,' Bennett says, a hoax, Fake News,
misleading, etc., fill in your own adjective. 

Obviously, Lynda Bennett was riled up.

Lynda Bennett was standing away from me by the lengths of two white fold-up tables.  I had my recorder
on the table, which she could clearly see, and I pointed to it, after her tirade.  Lynda Bennett announced that
she was being factious.  

If Lynda Bennett was being factious, why has she never used that excuse for her behavior, but rather used
every other excuse in the book -  'Never Trump' tape 'has been doctored more times than Pelosi's eyes,'
Bennett says, a hoax, Fake News, misleading, etc.

Additionally, in practically the same breath, she goes on to further criticize Donald Trump by saying Trump
“says all kinds of weird things.  I don’t know what he is going to say next”.

Expect that Lynda Bennett, after her memory has been refreshed by this audio recording, will change her
excuse for the Never Trump recording to:  “Oh, I was being factious.”
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https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/160922_001.MP3


Lynda Bennett continues to bash Republicans.  At 17:49 into the recording, she says she would love to  have
Steve Brown [D] than Kevin Ensley [RINO].

See: Partial Transcript from Audio Recording of 9/22/2016, Lynda Bennett and Ken Henson at HRA
headquarters, re: organization of volunteers for the November Election. 9/22/2016. 12/23/2019...

or

[https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/191223Transcript%20160922_002.pdf]

and

.MP3. Partial Audio Recording of 9/22/2016, Lynda Bennett and Ken Henson at HRA headquarters, re:
organization of volunteers for the November Election. 9/22/2016. 12/23/2019...

or

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/191223_001.MP3 

Wait a minute!

HCGOP and NCGOP charged me with Party Disloyalty for endorsing Robin Green Black over Kevin
Ensley!  

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubTP/T161102.pdf 

Here Lynda Bennett is publicly indicating she prefers Steve Brown [D] and Robin Green Black [D] over
Kevin Ensley [RINO].  Perhaps we should revisit the whole Party Disloyalty charge and swing the net a little
wider to include Lynda Bennett.

Here are the summary’s of Part II of the 9/22/2016 recording [160922_002.MP3].

Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
Haywood County Taxpayer
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